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New shoes 
Kevin Durant has recently unveiled a new, strange is the latest step on this pair of boots is not KD himself, but his two teammates Avi
and White in the KD III at the weekend debut. This week, KD recovered from a minor sprain, and the KD III in the thunder away colors
helped the team win. Nike Zoom KD III followed the consistent theme of "KD series light", the KD III and the latest NIKE fly line
(Flywire) technology, in the upper anterior lateral provides strong support, so that players do not stop to change in the deformation
because of shoes forefoot palm from this "light" protection, fly line support not only greatly reduce the weight of the shoe body and in
the protection level has improved. The crossed fly lines also add to the beauty of the vamp. because the shoe appearance beautiful,
convenient and powerful light protection technology, so it is becoming a new pet league players of the 1-4. KD III large-scale landing
field, and did not make Durant feel "hit shoes" distress, but he also hopes that this sneaker can be loved by all players. Could KD III,
one of the technologies, help Durant defend his scoring title this season? Can the thunder break through the Lakers barrier to the
title? Stay focused on the new NBA season, and by the way, focus on the uppers, because we'll give you more unexpected highlights.

: Darkshadow; PUMA will join hands with the French tide brand BWGH launched a new "joint" shoes series. The series is made up of
classic shoes, PUMA, XS-850 and PUMA XS-698, featuring a low-key black and white tone. It is reported that, PUMA x BWGH
"Darkshadow" will be officially on May 1st in BWGH online shopping malls and designated shops for sale, like friends can not be
missed!
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